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Project:    Forge ConsultingForge ConsultingForge ConsultingForge Consulting    –––– Personalized Collateral Personalized Collateral Personalized Collateral Personalized Collateral    
Segment: Direct Marketing/Lead Generation 

Program objectives

• Draw more settlement 

business to Forge 

Consulting. 

• Increase the personal feel of 

campaigns beyond 

traditional direct mail. 

• Increase the speed with 

which materials can be 

produced to support 

marketing and sales activity.

Significant results reported by user 

Changing the way the company 

markets itself by providing the 

following capabilities. 

• Create truly custom and case-

specific marketing materials. 

• Develop broad yet personal 

marketing campaigns. 

• Generate highly personalized 

materials in 24 hours versus 10-

14 days. 
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Project: Forge Consulting – Personalized Collateral 
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Vertical Business Services 

Participants  

Client Forge Consulting, LLC 
Buffalo, NY, USA 
John Bair (or) Elizabeth Pressman 
jbair@forgeconsulting.com 
www.forgeconsulting.com 

National firm specializing in financial consultation on legal settlements. 
Forge provides analysis, services, and financial tools for the resolution of 
legal settlements. Forge identifies and involves specialist to make 
settlements actionable and effective. 

Print Provider digital@batesjacksonLLC 
Buffalo, NY, USA 
E.J. Flammer 
ej@batesjackson.com 
www.batesjackson.com 

digital@batesjckson is the digital side of a 101-year-old printing 
company. Starting in February 2001, the group focuses on short run 
color, book publishing, banners, and VDP. 

Agency The Martin Group 
Buffalo, NY, USA 
Tod Martin 
Tod@martinggroupmarketing.com 
www.martingroupmarketing.com 

The Martin Group was founded in May 2001 as a niche advertising 
agency. Their client list includes the Buffalo Sabres hockey team, Leki, 
and Tuxedo Junction. 

Equipment  

Hardware • Heidelberg NexPress 2100 

• Heidelberg Digimaster 9110 

Software • NexTreme DL100 

Program  

Target Audience Plaintiff attorneys and law firms in financial settlement cases 

Distribution • More than 20 events per year with attendee numbers varying by 
conference (50 to 3,500) 

• Case specific marketing campaigns can happen at anytime with 
runs of 1 to 50 

Date Began in January 2003 and ongoing 
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Description Forge Consulting structures legal settlements for their clients in the legal 
field, often personal injury cases. Forge's clients are typically law firms 
rather than the actual plaintiffs. Forge helps provide the mechanisms to 
legal settlements for law firms that do not have financial expertise. As 
such, they have a very narrow, demanding, and discerning market to 
serve. 

At their inception, Forge realized that using direct mail campaigns to 
communicate with potential clients would be too limited in terms of focus, 
speed of response, and personal feel. Forge realized that their challenge 
was the need for a more "tailored" and immediate communication 
program with potential clients. They needed to gain the attention of some 
very high profile potential clients. Into this challenge came the agency of 
digital@batesjackson. By providing a digital model for managing and 
producing materials, they are literally changing the way Forge Consulting 
does business. Bates Jackson had an existing relationship with the 
principal at Forge Consulting and was asked to participate in the 
marketing strategy sessions of the new company as a full team member.  

digital@batesjckson helped Forge develop a personalized marketing 
approach. While the body of most communications is predetermined, the 
current system allows for a customized introductory paragraph 
addressing the contact on a personal level and including elements of the 
meeting situation. As a result of this approach, Forge can be at a 
conference or trade show collecting contact names and information and 
submit that information in a Microsoft Excel spreadsheet to 
digital@batesjckson. (The next big push for the relationship is to move to 
a web-to-print system, thus reducing handoffs.) The agency is then 
responsible for generating the personalized mailing and also retaining 
that information in a CRM system. As a result, Forge benefits from real-
time, personal communication, but also an effective client tracking 
system. 

Prior to the digital@batesjckson digital initiative, the marketing function of 
Forge was considering segmenting potential clients by broad case 
classifications, for example worker's compensation. Now with a 
completely digitized portfolio, they are moving to create case-specific 
marketing campaigns personalized to the current need of the client. That 
is, walk in with a brochure that speaks of applications of Forge's work to 
the exact same type of case and circumstances with relevant material 
within 24 or 48 hours. 

Forge believes the immediacy and the very specific customization have 
increased their overall presentation and provided a significant level of 
market differentiation. The fact that such highly refined materials are 
being produced quickly, in small runs, and at moderate costs allow Forge 
to establish an extremely polished and personal message with their 
clients. 

 


